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Abstract of presentation 

On February 11 @ 7 pm, Mitch Zimmer will present his observations based upon his experiences 

as a Chemical Engineer in industry, in market research and competitive analysis consulting, and 

as an Assistant Professor of Business at Penn State - Berks Campus.  His focus will be some of his 

earliest experiences, which for some unexplainable reason remain relevant today. 

 

Please join from your computer, tablet or smartphone.  We will use Al Sagarese’ ZOOM. 

 

Join or Sign-in 

 ZOOM id: 268-404-6639. 

 Passcode: 820 6039 2425. 

 

Biography 

Mitch graduated from the University of Pennsylvania; he was first in his chemical engineering 

class.  After graduation, he started at Exxon Research & Engineering in Florham Park, NJ.  After 

two years he went back to Wharton where he earned an M.B.A. -- and, more importantly, met his 

future wife.  He returned to Exxon until the oil market crashed and then joined Graver Water (water 

and wastewater treatment).  He next moved to Reading, PA as a consultant for Strategic Analysis 

Inc. [SAI] where he did everything from project work to managing projects and staff.  Post SAI, 

he joined Willson Safety Products, long before PPE was a common term.  Mitch then went back 

into consulting as Vice President of PenResearch.  As much as he loved the firm and his colleagues, 

he realized a long-term dream of teaching by going full time to Penn State Berks in 2000 as 

Business Program Coordinator. Also, he is a Director at Forrestal Consultants International 

involved in M&A and B2B consulting assignments.  He is a star and much loved by his students 

willing to do the work necessary to succeed. He has two grown children. His son works in industry, 

and his daughter is recently married and will earn a PhD by this summer. Mitch and his wife, 

Donna, reside in Reading. 

 

Who is ACCC&E? 

The organization was founded by a group of distinguished chemists who felt an acute need for an 

association that would advance the practice of consulting chemists and chemical engineers, and 

which would include consultants who would conform to the highest principles of professional 

conduct. ACC&E continues to this day as the only organization of its kind and constantly attracts 

to its membership qualified technical consultants of all kinds who assist their clients in creating 

and using chemical and engineering knowledge and technology. Elected members are qualified 

specialists presently engaged in consulting practice in the field closely allied to chemistry and 

chemical technology – see www.chemconsult.org. 


